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Abstract
In reinforcement learning, the state of the real
world is often represented by feature vectors.
However, not all of the features may be perti-
nent for solving the current task. We propose
Feature Selection Explore and Exploit (FS-EE),
an algorithm that automatically selects the nec-
essary features while learning a Factored Markov
Decision Process, and prove that under mild as-
sumptions, its sample complexity scales with the
in-degree of the dynamics of just the necessary
features, rather than the in-degree of all features.
This can result in a much better sample complex-
ity when the in-degree of the necessary features
is smaller than the in-degree of all features.
1. Introduction
In many machine learning and AI control problems, choos-
ing which features to represent the state of the domain is
critical. Since the best representation is typically unknown,
it is appealing to start with raw sensory input (like the
pixels in a video game snapshot) or all possible features
that might be relevant. Recent work in deep reinforcement
learning (Mnih et al., 2013) has shown that it is possible to
obtain great performance in some domains by using such
representations. Unfortunately, the complexity of repre-
senting the dynamics, value function, and policies typically
scales with the number of features, resulting in a large in-
crease in the number of samples required to learn a good
decision policy. While in some simulated domains this is
not a critical limitation, in many high stakes domains (such
as customer marketing, healthcare, education, and robotics)
sample efficiency is very important. In many such RL set-
tings, good performance still relies on using a small set of
carefully hand-designed features. This process can be ex-
pensive, requiring domain experts to select the features, and
may easily miss relevant features resulting in sub-optimal
performance. Much preferable are reinforcement learning
algorithms whose sample complexity scales only with the
number of relevant features needed to learn the optimal pol-
icy, and not on the total number of features defined.
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In this paper we present theory that takes a step towards
this goal, showing it is possible for an online RL algo-
rithm, in the factored Markov Decision Processes setting,
to achieve near-optimal average performance on all but a
number of samples that scales with an important part of the
model complexity of the necessary features, rather than the
complexity of the whole feature set.
In particular, we considered RL for Factored MDPs
(FMDPs). FMDPs use feature vectors to represent states,
enabling a compact encoding of real world domains. The
sample complexity (the number of steps on which the al-
gorithm may make non-near-optimal decisions) of RL al-
gorithms for tabular MDPs scales at least linearly with the
size of the state space (Strehl et al., 2009), which is ex-
ponential in the number of features if applied to FMDPs.
Fortunately in an FMDP, the dynamics of each feature can
depend on a small parent set of other features, so the sam-
ple complexity scales exponentially only with the size of
the largest parent set (known as the in-degree) (Kearns &
Koller, 1999). However, there exist many domains where
some features’ dynamics may be quite complex to model,
but not be relevant to the underlying reward or value func-
tion. For example, when making tea, modeling the sky
beyond the window may involve weather predictions, or
knowledge of the date and time, but successful task com-
pletion may only rely on a sensor for water temperature.
Video games often dedicate many pixels in order to show a
pretty scene, but most of the time only the edges and out-
lines of objects actually matter to the gameplay. In such
domains, the set of features necessary to learn the optimal
value function may have a much smaller in-degree com-
pared to all descriptive domain features.
Our contribution is showing the existence of an RL algo-
rithm whose sample complexity scales exponentially with
only the in-degree (number of parents) of the necessary fea-
tures. Our result is an exponential improvement over prior
FMDL RL algorithms (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011) that do
no feature selection, if the in-degree of the necessary fea-
tures is smaller than the in-degree of the full feature set.
Our algorithm does not assume knowledge of which nor
how many features are necessary, nor any knowledge of
parent sets. Even if the number of necessary features M
is given, a naive algorithm that attempts to figure out the
set of necessary features by trying all N (number of total
features) chooseM subsets would yield a sample complex-
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ity of O(NM ). M can easily be larger than the in-degree
of the necessary features, which would result in a substan-
tially worse sample complexity.
Our key insight is to have the RL algorithm target specific
goal states and leverage a failure to reach them to identify
when the current guess for the in-degree is insufficient. Our
approach assumes the domain has finite diameter, to ensure
that we should be able to reach any state if we have good
models, and also makes a mild assumption on the transition
models that allows us to detect if the number of parents is
insufficient without considering the full set of all features
as parents. Our approach builds on work for RL in factored
MDPs that does not require knowledge of the in-degree of
an FMDP (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011) but goes signifi-
cantly beyond this to tackle the feature selection problem
during online learning.
We focus on the theoretical improvement in sample com-
plexity to show how to leverage feature selection in prin-
ciple. Going forward we hope to leverage these insights
towards practical FMDP RL algorithms with feature selec-
tion and guarantees of performance.
2. Related Work
Prior work on factored MDP RL with formal theoretical
bounds include Met-RMax (Diuk et al., 2009) and LSE-
RMax (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011), which does not re-
quire prior knowledge of the in-degree; however, such work
does not perform feature selection. More recent work has
significantly reduced the sample complexity of learning
FMDPs (Hallak et al., 2015), but requires strong structural
assumptions and only apply to the batch setting, which does
not account for the trade-off between exploration and ex-
ploitation.
The closest prior work that does feature selection for
FMDP performs it as a post-processing step after solving
the FMDP and uses the learned features for transfer learn-
ing (Kroon & Whiteson, 2009). In contrast, our algorithm
learns the necessary features while doing online reinforce-
ment learning. We also provide a formal theoretical anal-
ysis which is the first, to our knowledge, for this setting;
other prior work focus more on practical algorithms with-
out formal guarantees such as using multinomial regression
with LASSO (Nguyen et al., 2013).
There does exist work for feature selection for value func-
tion estimation, but not for the FMDP setting; OMP-
BRM/TD, and iFDD are algorithms that do feature se-
lection in the setting where the value function is a lin-
ear combination of the features (Painter-Wakefield & Parr,
2012; Geramifard et al., 2011). While their performance
is primarily dependent on the number of necessary fea-
tures, these approaches depend on the assumption of a lin-
ear value function.
Feature selection can also be viewed as a form of model
selection, where each model is a particular selection of fea-
tures. Prior work has theoretical bounds for model selec-
tion such as the OAMS algorithm (Ortner et al., 2014);
however those bounds depend on the square root of the
number of models. For FMDPs the number of models
grows doubly exponential with the number of features.
More generally for MDPs without a feature vector repre-
sentation, the concept of feature selection translates to state
abstraction – ignoring features is equivalent to clustering all
the states that match on the necessary features. An example
is the U-Tree algorithm (McCallum, 1996). While many
state abstraction algorithms perform well empirically, they
lack formal guarantees.
3. Setting
A finite FMDP is defined by a tuple (S,A, P,R), where
S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, P
is the transition distribution and R is the reward distri-
bution. Each state s is a feature vector (x1, x2, . . . , xn)
where xi ∈ Domi and |Domi| = d (Kearns & Koller,
1999). The transition distribution factors over the state
space i.e. P (st+1|st, at) =
∏
i P (xi,t+1|st, at) =∏
i Pi(st+1|Pari(st), at). Each Pi is the transition proba-
bility for feature xi, dependent on its parent set of features
Pari. The notation Pari(st) denotes filtering the feature
vector st to only the features present in the set Pari. The
reward is defined as R(s, a) =
∑|R|
j Rj(s, a), where each
Rj is an individual reward distribution for the j-th reward
function. P (Rj(s)|Parj(s), a) is a discrete distribution
with a domain of size d just like a feature. Since features
and rewards both utilize the same basic representation, the
same approach can be used to learn feature transition dy-
namics and rewards. The in-degree of this FMDP is the
size of the largest parent set over all features/rewards and
actions i.e. maxi |Pari|.
Let F ′ denote the set of all features. Given an FMDP, we
assume there exists a set of necessary features F , such that
if we ignored all features except the ones in F , we would
get a smaller FMDP whose optimal value function is the
same as the original FMDP. This implies that the parents of
features in F are in F , and the parents of the rewards are
also in F .
We also assume the FMDP has a finite diameter D (Ortner
& Auer, 2007). A diameterD means that for any two states
s1, s2, the expected number of steps to go from s1 to s2 is
at most D under the best possible policy.
In this setting, the problem is to interact with an FMDP
where the transition/reward dynamics are unknown (i.e.
parent sets are unknown), the in-degree is unknown, and
the necessary features are unknown, and execute a polity
whose performance is -close to the best possible pol-
icy. Interaction proceeds in steps, where in each step an
algorithm takes an action, and observes the (stochastic)
next state and reward. We measure performance of a pol-
icy pi using the average reward notion, where Upi(s) =
limT→∞ Upi(s, T ) = limT→∞ 1T E(
∑T
t=1 rt|s1 = s, pi)
(Kearns & Singh, 2002). Like prior FMDP work, we also
assume Upi(s) is independent of s and can be denoted as
just Upi (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011). Since we are work-
ing with finite samples, we assume the -return mixing time
T is given, same as in prior work (Chakraborty & Stone,
2011). T is such that for any policy pi and T ′ ≥ T,
|Upi − Upi(T ′)| ≤  i.e. T is long enough to see -optimal
average reward.
4. Difficulty of Feature Selection
There is an inherent difficulty when trying to detect if you
have the correct in-degree or not. Consider the following
domain with 5 binary features. Feature fi depends on all
features fj where j ≤ i as well as on f5. Feature f5 acts as
a toggle that toggles between easier transitions and harder
transitions i.e. when f5 = 0, the other features have a low
probability of transitioning to a value of 1; when f5 = 1,
they have a much higher probability. Additionally, fi only
has the probability of changing its value under a particu-
lar setting of its parent set values (e.g. f2’s parent set is
(f1, f2, f5) and only has a nonzero probability of changing
to value 1 when f1 = 1 and f2 = 0). With this domain, the
true in-degree is 5, since f5 depends on all the features.
Suppose at some point our learning algorithm guesses that
the in-degree for all features is J = 3, and tries to use par-
ent sets of size 3 for all features. The reason for trying in-
degrees less than 5 is that the number of samples required
to learn a model scales exponentially with the in-degree. If
we started with guessing J = 5, then the sample complex-
ity of our algorithm would depend on the in-degree for all
features, rather than just the necessary ones. Since the in-
degree for f5 is 5, any parent sets of size 3 learned would
be incorrect. Moreover, it would be very difficult to even
transition to any states where f5 = 1, because it only has
the possibility of transitioning to a value of 1 when its par-
ent set values are a particular setting. Thus for most of the
time we will stay in states where f5 = 0. However, f5 is
also a parent of feature f1. If we only observe states where
f5 = 0, then it is impossible for an algorithm to detect
whether f5 is a parent of f1. This is because we would not
get any data from f5 = 1 so we don’t know whether the
transition dynamics of f1 would be affected by different
values of f5. Therefore, only when we guess the in-degree
is J = 5 would we finally be able to reliably learn the par-
ent set for f5 and also detect that f5 is a parent of f1.
Now suppose we make a slight tweak to the example where
f5 is no longer a parent of f1. We would still have the re-
sult where we would almost always observe states where
f5 = 0 if we guess an in-degree of J < 5. Then similarly
we would not be able to detect whether f5 is a parent of
f1. Hence, we can never be sure whether a feature is a par-
ent of another feature until we have guessed a high enough
in-degree. This means that if we start trying to eliminate
features such as f5 early on, it would have to be temporary;
once we gather more data and guess a higher in-degree, we
would need to reassess whether we can detect any new de-
pendencies between features and reinstate eliminated fea-
tures as being necessary.
Thus, our algorithm will start out guessing small in-degrees
and slowly increment what it thinks the in-degree is. It will
only temporarily eliminate features based on what it can
detect for the current in-degree. Once it increments the
in-degree, it will recheck which features should be elim-
inated. Therefore, the benefit of feature selection is pre-
cisely in being able to achieve optimal performance as soon
as the guess for the in-degree is correct for the necessary
features. Then it should maintain optimal performance as
the in-degree is incremented further. This leads to being
able to achieve optimal performance faster and with a data
dependence only on the in-degree of the necessary features.
Some work has been done for feature selection in the re-
lated setting of Sparse Linear Stochastic Bandits (Abbasi-
Yadkori et al., 2012), where they show a lower bound with
strong partial dependence on the total number features. Our
results avoid a strong dependence on the total number of
features and the in-degree of all features by making a mild
assumption called the Superset Assumption (below) that
we believe is often applicable in practice.
4.1. Intuition for a Superset Test
As the example above shows, it can very difficult to detect
when the in-degree is too small for a feature, and in par-
ticular, difficult to detect for unnecessary features. Thus
we may not be able to eliminate all unnecessary features,
which can wind up as potential parents for necessary fea-
tures, resulting in incorrect parent sets for necessary fea-
tures. However this example is quite extreme, and in prac-
tice, it may be very possible to quickly gather enough data
to detect when the in-degree is too small.
Suppose we have an incorrect parent set of size 3 for an
unnecessary feature f . If we looked at the parent set of all
features, then clearly this would include the true parent set
and thus would give an accurate transition/reward estimate
for f . Then we would be able to detect that our parent set
of size 3 is incorrect since it would give a different transi-
tion/reward estimate. In practice, we may not need to com-
pare to the parent set of all features; it may be enough to
compare to a parent set that contains a few more true parent
features than our incorrect parent set, since those additional
parent features can result in a significantly different transi-
tion/reward estimate. We call this comparison process the
Superset Test. We make an associated assumption called
the Superset Assumption which says that looking at all su-
persets of double the size is enough to find a superset with
a significantly different transition/reward estimate. By re-
stricting the supersets to be at most double the size of the
parent set we want to check, we can bound the number of
samples required to perform this check.
Due to the pigeonhole principle, the data requirement for
testing all supersets of some size 2J is only exponential in
2J , which enables us to get a good bound. Note that at ev-
ery step, because we observe all features of a state, we get
data for all supersets of size 2J . Thus we can define each
superset of size 2J as a bucket, and every step we get a new
sample for all buckets. In each bucket, we have d2J more
buckets, one for each possible setting of values. We can ap-
ply the Pigeonhole principle to each of these inner buckets,
which means we will needO(d2Jm) steps to guarantee that
some setting of values getsm samples for every superset of
size 2J .
5. Algorithm
We first provide a basic overview of our algorithm, Algo-
rithm 1: Feature Selection Explore and Exploit (FS-EE),
before discussing details.
Algorithm 1 proceeds by fixing a possible in-degree K,
starting withK = 1 up to the total number of features. This
is similar to LSE-RMax (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011). For
each K, our algorithm first performs exploration and fea-
ture selection (Algorithm 2) to identify the set of features
whose dynamics can be modeled well with in-degree K.
Then once it has selected those features, it calls a PAC RL
algorithm for factored MDPs which then only considers the
selected features and treats all other features as nonexistent.
We will prove in Section 6 that under the diameter assump-
tion and the Superset Assumption, suitable instantiations
of constants, and a suitable PAC RL algorithm for FMDPs,
FS-EE obtains near optimal average reward on all but a
number of steps that depends only on the (unknown) in-
degree of the necessary features. Note that we do not need
to know the number of necessary features in advance ei-
ther. This translates to an exponential savings in samples
if the in-degree of unnecessary features is larger than the
in-degree of the necessary features; our algorithm will start
acting near-optimally as soon as K is at least as large as
the in-degree of the necessary features. However, before
K is at least as large as the in-degree of the necessary fea-
tures, there are no guarantees on performance and nothing
can be determined about the features that are temporarily
eliminated.
Algorithm 1 FS-EE
1: Input: m1, m2, H
2: for K = 1 to # of features do
3: F=LearnAndSelect(K,m1,H)
4: PAC–FactoredMDP–RL(K, F ,m2)
5: end for
Algorithm 2 LearnAndSelect
1: Input: K, m, H
2: Set G as all possible F choose 2K feature-value vec-
tors
3: while Exists a element g of G not visited m times do
4: Create MDP M where reward for states matching g
is Rmax, reward for all other states is 0
5: Compute optimistic policy pio for M
6: stuck=True
7: for t = 1 to H do
8: Run pio
9: Use Adaptive k-Meteorologist Algorithm to up-
date possible parent sets for each feature
10: If a feature-value vector that has not yet been vis-
ited m times is visited, set stuck=False and break
out of loop
11: end for
12: if stuck then
13: Superset Test: Eliminate possible parent sets that
predict significantly different dynamics than their
supersets
14: Shrink F to be remaining features F that still have
possible parent sets
15: Shrink G to be all remaining F choose 2K
feature-value vectors
16: end if
17: end while
18: Return remaining F
We now describe our algorithm in further detail. The pur-
pose of Algorithm 2 is twofold. One, it explores to gather
m samples for all potential parent sets to learn an accu-
rate dynamics model. Two, under the diameter assumption
and Superset Assumption, it detects features whose transi-
tion/reward dynamics cannot be accurately modeled using
a parent set of size K and eliminates them.
To achieve both goals, Algorithm 2 repeatedly picks a tar-
get feature-value vector of size 2K to visit (line 3–17). A
feature-value vector is a particular instantiation of values
for a set of features. We will describe Algorithm 2 through
a concrete example. Consider an FMDP with 3 binary fea-
tures (f1, f2, f3). Suppose K = 1. Then all feature-value
vectors of size 2 for (f1, f3) are simply (f1 = 0, f3 =
0), (f1 = 0, f3 = 1), (f1 = 1, f3 = 0), (f1 = 1, f3 = 1).
Then the first thing Algorithm 2 does is form the set G of
all possible feature-value vectors for all subsets of 2 fea-
tures: (f1, f2), (f1, f3), (f2, f3). Then the algorithm at-
tempts to target exploration to one particular feature-value
vector. Let g = (f1 = 0, f2 = 1) be the first target. To
reach (f1 = 0, f2 = 1), Algorithm 2 creates an FMDP
where the reward function for any state that matches g is
Rmax i.e. states (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1) (line 4). The reward for
all other states is 0. Then an optimistic policy pio is com-
puted and followed for up to H steps to try to visit states
that match the target feature-value vector (line 7–11).
The optimistic policy is computed by choosing a parent set
for each feature out of the possible parent sets that results
in an FMDP with the largest optimal value. We also use the
Adaptive k-Meteorologists Algorithm (Diuk et al., 2009) to
update potential parent sets and the dynamics model from
the gathered data during exploration (line 9); see section
5.1 for an overview.
Following the optimistic policy pio will then result in 3 pos-
sible outcomes (under the diameter assumption): 1) it will
reach the target feature-value vector, 2) it will visit some
other feature-value vector that has not yet been visited m
times, or 3) it will get stuck visiting already visited feature-
value vectors. This is similar to the PAC-EXPLORE al-
gorithm (Guo & Brunskill, 2015). The first two outcomes
are both good and end up collecting data towards feature-
value vectors that have not yet been visited m times. The
third outcome implies that one of the parent sets used for
computing pio is incorrect. This is because the diameter
assumption guarantees that any state is reachable on aver-
age in D (diameter) steps. If all of the parent sets used in
computing the optimistic policy pio were correct, then pio
would be expected to reach the target feature-value vector
within O(D2) steps. Thus we can detect that we have not
reached the target in the expected time nor accumulated
any new samples for less visited feature-value vectors, and
determine that we are stuck.
If we are stuck, then we perform the Superset Test (line 13)
to figure out which parent sets are incorrect and eliminate
them. The Superset Test will compare the predictions of all
potential parent sets of all features with the predictions of
all of their possible supersets of size 2K. This leverages the
idea that if a parent set is the correct parent set for a feature,
then any superset of that parent set will give the same pre-
diction; thus if a superset gives a different prediction then
that parent set must be missing necessary features. The Su-
perset Assumption guarantees that if we are stuck, then the
Superset Test will always find at least one incorrect parent
set to eliminate.
Suppose we have explored for some time and our current
target is now g = (f2 = 1, f3 = 1). Suppose we get stuck.
Then after H steps, we would detect that we got stuck and
then perform the Superset Test. Suppose we first look at
feature f2 and the possible parents remaining are f2 and
f3 i.e. f1 has been eliminated. The Superset Test will test
the predictions of each parent set with all of their possible
supersets. For the parent set (f2 = 0), the supersets of size
2 are (f2 = 0, f3 = 0) and (f2 = 0, f3 = 1). Let Pˆ (f2 =
0|f2 = 0) be the estimated transition for f2 with parent set
(f2 = 0). Let Pˆ (f2 = 0|f2 = 0, f3 = 0) be the estimated
transition for f2 with the parent set (f2 = 0, f3 = 0). The
Superset Test will check whether |Pˆ (f2 = 0|f2 = 0, f2 =
0) − Pˆ (f2 = 0|f2 = 0)| is above some threshold. If it is,
then it would mean that f2 is not a parent of f2 and so both
parent sets (f2 = 0) and (f2 = 1) would be eliminated.
The Superset Test then continues with the other possible
parents and their supersets, and then will check the other
features in the same way. If all possible parent sets for a
feature f has been eliminated, then f itself is eliminated
(line 14).
Each time Algorithm 2 targets a feature-value vector for
exploration, either some target that has not yet been visited
m times will get visited, or the Superset Test will elimi-
nate a potential parent for a feature. Thus eventually the
algorithm will terminate. Once Algorithm 2 terminates, we
are left with the remaining features F which we know that
our model is capable of reaching and exploring. Thus Al-
gorithm 1 calls a generic PAC RL algorithm for FMDPs
with in-degree K with remaining features F , ignoring the
eliminated features completely.
5.1. Adaptive k-Meteorologist
The Adaptive k-Meteorologists Algorithm is used to up-
date the predictions of parent sets as well as to eliminate
incorrect parent sets as more and more data is accumulated
(Diuk et al., 2009). It maintains MLE estimates for transi-
tion and reward functions for every possible parent set of
every feature. It also keeps track of the mean squared error
(MSE) of those MLE estimates for every parent set. Once
two different parent sets for a feature f have an accurate
enough MSE estimate but different predictions, the algo-
rithm will eliminate the parent set with the higher MSE.
Thus eventually with enough data, all the parent sets that
remain for a feature f will reach consensus in their pre-
dictions. Note that because this algorithm only performs
pairwise comparisons of parent sets, it will always leave
at least one parent set for every feature, thus this cannot
be used to eliminate features as it cannot detect when all
parent sets of some size J are incorrect.
6. Theoretical Analysis
This section presents the main theorem as well as the
supporting lemmas for the performance of FS-EE. In the
first section (Section A.1), we present the assumptions we
make. In Section A.2 we present the main theorem and
proof, which relies on two large lemmas. In Section A.3,
we present several small lemmas that are used in the large
lemmas. In Section A.4 we review the theory behind the
Adaptive k-Meteorologist algorithm, which is used in the
large lemmas. In Section A.5, we build up to the first large
lemma used in the main theorem. In Section A.6 we present
the other large lemma used in the main theorem.
Detailed proofs are in the appendix.
6.1. Assumptions
We first present the two main assumptions that we make.
Assumption 1. (Diameter Assumption) We assume the
FMDP has diameter D. A diameter D is defined as fol-
lows. Let s, s′ be any two states. Let Dpi(s, s′) be the
random variable for the number of steps it takes pol-
icy pi to start at s and reach s′ the first time. Let
D(s, s′) = minpi E(Dpi(s, s′)). A diameter D means that
D ≥ maxs,s′ D(s, s′). It is an upper bound on the ex-
pected number of steps it takes to go between any two
states.
Assumption 2. (Superset Assumption) LetW be the wrong
parent set for feature fi. Let U be the true parent set. Sup-
pose new data has the probability of visiting a state where
W gives an O()-incorrect estimate of the transition prob-
ability being at least O(). Then there exists a superset W ′
of W where W ′ ⊂ (W ∪ U) and |W ′| ≤ 2K such that for
all settings of values W ′ −W , the transition estimate us-
ing W differs more than O() from the transition estimate
using W ′ (that is estimated from new data).
6.2. Main Theorem
In this section, we give the main theorem and its proof.
Note that for FS-EE we set m1 = m2 = m and the precise
value for m is determined later (eqn 30).
Theorem 1. Given  > 0, 0.5 > δ > 0. Let T,D =
max(D,T). Let J be the in-degree of the necessary fea-
tures. Recall n is the total number of features. Then the
following is true of FS-EE with probability 1− δ
1. The total number of steps taken up to K = J is
O
(
J4T 18,Dn
4J+c|A|4d8J+cR4max
6 log
(
n|A|dRmaxKT,D
δ
))
for some constant c
2. For all K ≥ J i.e. at least as large as the in-degree
of the necessary features, the average reward is -
optimal i.e. |U − U∗| ≤ 
Proof. (Sketch) This follows from putting together the two
large lemmas Lemma 11 and Lemma 12 to count the num-
ber of steps taken for each K. Summing over K up to
K = J and plugging in m results in the stated bound. For
K ≥ J , -optimality follows Lemma 12.
6.3. Small Lemmas
Lemma 1. (Necessary Feature Lemma) For any policy pi
Qpi(s, a, T ) = Qpi(z, a, T ) (1)
where z is the state s restricted to only the necessary fea-
tures from F i.e. Q-functions only depend on the necessary
features. Furthermore, the transition dynamics of the un-
necessary features have no effect on Q-functions.
Proof. (Sketch) This follows by induction on value itera-
tion, and the observation that reward functions and neces-
sary features only depend on necessary features for their
dynamics.
Lemma 2. (Simulation Lemma) (Kearns & Koller, 1999)
Let M be an FMDP over n state variables with l
CPT entries in the transition model. Let M ′ be an
approximation to M where all the CPTs differ by at
most α = O((/T 2lRmax)2). Then for any policy pi,
|UpiM (T ) − UpiM ′(T )| ≤ . Subbing in l and noting that
α error in rewards is already covered results in α =
O((/(T 2ndK |A|Rmax))2).
Lemma 3. (Explore or Exploit Lemma) Fix a policy pi.
Let M and MK be MDPs such that M and MK agree on
some states, but differ in dynamics and rewards for other
states. Then |UpiMK (T ) − UpiM (T )| ≤ TRmaxP (escape)
where P (escape) is the probability of visiting a state in
which the two models differ.
Proof. (Sketch) The key observation is that trajectories that
do not escape are identical for both M and MK , thus the
probability of escape is the same.
Corollary 1. Suppose pi1 is the optimal policy for Mk
and pi2 is the optimal policy for M . Suppose U∗MK (T ) ≥
U∗M (T ) i.e. MK is optimistic. Then U
pi1
MK
≥ Upi2M −
TRmaxP (escape).
6.4. Adaptive k-Meteorologist Algorithm
This is from the Adaptive k-Meteorologist Algorithm
(Diuk et al., 2009). Similar to Met-RMax (Diuk et al.,
2009), each sub-algorithm of our algorithm is a candidate
parent set of features of size K. Thus there are k =
(
n
K
)
sub-algorithms. By Hoeffdings, we need O( d
21
log(d/δ1))
samples to learn the discrete distribution of a parent set
to an L1 accuracy of 1 (we apply Hoeffdings d times,
learning the probability of each outcome with Hoeffdings).
There are dK possible sets of values for a parent set of
size K so the sample complexity of each sub-algorithm is
O
(
dK d
21
log(d/δ1)
)
. Then the sample complexity of the
Adaptive k-Meteorologist algorithm can be simplified to
O
(
nKdK+1K
21
log nδ
)
6.5. LearnAndSelect
Lemma 4. (Exploration Episode Lemma) The following
holds w.p. 1− δ1. At the end of each iteration of the while
loop (line 3 – line 17) in the LearnAndSelect algorithm (Al-
gorithm 2), one of two things will happen: either the target
g or another feature-value vector that has not been visited
m times will be visited, or some feature will be eliminated
as a possible parent for some other feature.
Proof. (Sketch) The key is Lemma 9 and the diameter as-
sumption. The diameter assumption tells us that it is possi-
ble to reach the goal in expected D steps. By the Markov
Inequality, the probability of reaching the goal within 2D
steps is at least 12 with some policy. Thus if we have a good
policy, then we simply need to keep running it many times
and we can reach the goal with high probability.
In the other case of Lemma 9 where the probability of es-
cape is significant, we can accumulate new data for another
feature-value vector, or new data to run the Superset Test.
This data is also used towards Adaptive k-Meteorologists
to help with eliminating incorrect parent sets. For the Su-
perset test, we apply the Superset assumption (Assumption
4). Then we know that whenever we run the superset test,
we will eliminate at least one parent set. To get enough
data, we need
H = O
(
d6K+1n4K2|A|4R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log
(
nm
δ1
))
(2)
The value ofm comes from the sample complexity result of
learning a single parent set from Adaptive k-Meteorologist,
and from Lemma 8:
m = O
(
K2n4|A|4d4K+1R4max
4max(D,T)−16
log(nd/δ1)
)
(3)
Lemma 5. (LearnAndSelect Lemma) The following holds
w.p. 1 − δ1. After LearnAndSelect (Algorithm 2) is
finished, all targets g will either have been visited m
times, or one of its features will have been eliminated. If
K ≥ J , all necessary features will remain. This will take
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
steps.
Proof. (Sketch) The first part follows from Lemma 10. To
count steps, note every time the while loop is run, either
some new feature-value vector is visited, or we perform
a Superset Test. For superset tests, there are O((dn)K)
tests (each test eliminates at least one parent set), so there
are O(H(dn)K) steps. For visiting feature-value vectors,
all O((dn)3K) (an upper bound on the number of possible
feature-value vectors of size 2K) targets need to be visited
m times so O((dn)3Km) visits are needed. Thus, the total
count combines the count of those two cases.
6.6. Instantiating PAC-FactoredMDP-RL
Lemma 6. (PAC-FactoredMDP-RL Lemma) SupposeK ≥
J . Then we instantiate PAC-FactoredMDP-RL with a spe-
cific algorithm that is a simple variant of Adaptive k-
Meteorologist (see appendix). Then it will execute for
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
steps. The aver-
age reward over LearnAndSelect (Algorithm 2) and PAC-
FactoredMDP-RL combined is -optimal, with probability
1− δ.
Proof. (Sketch) We know that PAC-FactoredMDP-RL will
achieve near-optimal performance, so all we need is to run
it long enough to offset the sub-optimal LearnAndSelect
i.e. so that the total reward averaged over the running time
of both is -close.
7. Experiments
We conducted a small experiment to show the possibility
of practical improvement through feature selection. Simi-
lar to prior work (Chakraborty & Stone, 2011), we did not
run the additional targeted exploration to eliminate features
of our approach. However, we do a passive form of feature
selection by continuing to evaluate whether we can elimi-
nate features by running a background superset test on the
data collected so far: note this does not involve any ex-
plicit data collection, but can eliminate features. When we
increment the in-degree and some of the transition and re-
ward functions have not yet accumulated enough data for
the new in-degree, we fall back on the previous in-degree’s
model.
To illustrate our ideas, we consider a small new toy domain,
Toggle. Toggle has one binary necessary feature f1 and po-
tentially two binary unnecessary features f2, f3. There are
two actions, a1, a2. The parent set of f1 is (f1), and the
parent sets of f2, f3 are both (f2, f3); this means the in-
degree of necessary features is 1 and the in-degree of the
whole domain is 2. We use m = 100. The two unneces-
sary features f2, f3 satisfy the Superset Assumption. Full
domain details are provided in appendix B.
We roughly optimized the number of steps before the in-
degree is incremented to 2000 for best performance on the
domain without feature selection. We also ran FS-EE on
Figure 1. Feature selection (FS) can eliminate unnecessary fea-
tures early for good performance, and when the in-degree is in-
cremented at step 2000, suffers only a little drawback before be-
coming optimal.
the base domain which only has the necessary feature as a
measure of the best possible performance.
Introducing unnecessary features slows down learning, but
when it is possible to start eliminating features, it can cut
short the time needed to learn the unnecessary features and
more quickly converge to a good policy. Figure 1 is the
graph of their immediate rewards, and shows this behavior
where feature selection improves performance for the first
2000 steps over no feature selection. This is due to quickly
eliminating the unnecessary features and quickly learning
the optimal policy. Then at step 2000 when the in-degree
is incremented to 2, it suffers a little before climbing back
up and matching the performance of the others. This dip
in performance is due to the eliminated features becom-
ing necessary again and thus a little more data is needed to
learn them. This behavior matches what we expect – the
benefit of feature selection is due to near-optimal perfor-
mance as soon as the in-degree is correct for the necessary
features. Later on when the in-degree is incremented to 3,
feature selection continues to match the performance of the
others, with no dip in performance.
Toggle illustrates the benefit of our approach in a sim-
ple setting. We also compared our approach to prior Fac-
tored PAC MDP RL algorithms LSE-RMAX(Chakraborty
& Stone, 2011) and MET-RMAX(Diuk et al., 2009) on a
standard FMDP domain, Stock Trading. This is mostly
a sanity check, as all variables are required to represent
the optimal values in this domain. Indeed, our approach is
comparable to prior work: our algorithm FS-EE achieves a
cumulative reward of approximately 5500 which is greater
than MET-RMAX and near LSE-RMAX.
8. Discussion and Conclusion
We proposed the algorithm FS-EE for performing feature
selection while solving FMDPs. We showed it has a sam-
ple complexity dependence that scales as an exponential
function of the in-degree of the necessary feature set, po-
tentially an exponential improvement over the in-degree of
the full feature set. We illustrated that if feature selection
is not needed, our approach is comparable to prior PAC
RL algorithms for factored MDPs, but if feature selection
is needed, our approach can lead to significantly improved
performance on a toy domain.
Many interesting questions remain. In the near term, it
would be nice to investigate if it is possible to stop incre-
menting the cardinality of the parent sets in the dynamics
model of necessary features, K after a certain point. This
would halt any need for further exploration if larger par-
ent sets are required. We have discussed this possibility
and presented an example where it seems extremely dif-
ficult. Perhaps a more tangible question is whether addi-
tional mild assumptions can be made to make this possible.
Another second short term question is whether we can fur-
ther relax the Superset assumption, though it seems likely
to apply in most practical problems.
Over the longer term, one key issue is the importance of
directed feature selection. Just as many domains do not
require directed exploration (such as the recent results on
Atari domains), it may frequently be possible to easily learn
the dynamic Bayesian network parent structure of all fea-
tures passively, without requiring explicit directed explo-
ration. In such situations our approach of doing directed
feature exploration will be an unnecessary overhead. Yet
it seems likely that in other settings directed feature selec-
tion could be very helpful, particularly in situations (such
as many in supervised learning) where only a tiny subset of
the potential feature set is required.
Finally, the success of deep learning reinforcement learning
has created approaches that implicitly construct features of
the environment. Yet an open question is whether the data
required to learn with such techniques scales with the input
feature representation, or the input network structure, or
rather only as function of the underlying learned features
(and perhaps minimal network structure needed to repre-
sent such features). This is an important and interesting
question both empirically and theoretically.
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Appendix
A. Theoretical Analysis
This section presents the main theorem as well as the
supporting lemmas for the performance of FS-EE. In the
first section (Section A.1), we present the assumptions we
make. In Section A.2 we present the main theorem and
proof, which relies on two large lemmas. In Section A.3,
we present several small lemmas that are used in the large
lemmas. In Section A.4 we review the theory behind the
Adaptive k-Meteorologist algorithm, which is used in the
large Lemmas. In Section A.5, we build up to the first large
lemma used in the main theorem. In Section A.6 we present
the other large lemma used in the main theorem.
A.1. Assumptions
We first present the two main assumptions that we make.
Assumption 3. (Diameter Assumption) We assume the
FMDP has diameter D. A diameter D is defined as fol-
lows. Let s, s′ be any two states. Let Dpi(s, s′) be the
random variable for the number of steps it takes pol-
icy pi to start at s and reach s′ the first time. Let
D(s, s′) = minpi E(Dpi(s, s′)). A diameter D means that
D ≥ maxs,s′ D(s, s′). It is an upper bound on the ex-
pected number of steps it takes to go between any two
states.
Assumption 4. (Superset Assumption) LetW be the wrong
parent set for feature xi. Let U be the true parent set. Sup-
pose new data has the probability of visiting a state where
W gives an O()-incorrect estimate of the transition prob-
ability being at least O(). Then there exists a superset W ′
of W where W ′ ⊂ (W ∪ U) and |W ′| ≤ 2K such that for
all settings of values W ′ −W , the transition estimate us-
ing W differs more than O() from the transition estimate
using W ′ (that is estimated from new data).
A.2. Main Theorem
In this section, we give the main theorem and its proof.
Note that for FS-EE we set m1 = m2 = m and the precise
value for m is determined later (eqn 30).
Theorem 2. Given  > 0, 0.5 > δ > 0. Let T,D =
max(D,T). Let J be the in-degree of the necessary fea-
tures. Recall n is the total number of features. Then the
following is true of FS-EE with probability 1− δ
1. The total number of steps taken up to K = J is
O
(
J4T 18,Dn
4J+c|A|4d8J+cR4max
6 log
(
n|A|dRmaxKT,D
δ
))
for some constant c
2. For all K ≥ J i.e. at least as large as the in-degree
of the necessary features, the average reward is -
optimal i.e. |U − U∗| ≤ 
Proof. Note that our algorithm incrementsK up to n. Thus
using a union bound to bound the error for each K, we
would need an error tolerance of δ/n for each K.
Putting together the LearnAndSelect lemma
(Lemma 11), and the PAC-FactoredMDP-RL
lemma (Lemma 12), the number of steps of
PAC-FactoredMDP-RL dominates, resulting in
O
(
K3max(D,T)
18n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
6 log(nm/δ)
)
steps.
Then just summing over K up to K = J results in
O
(
J4max(D,T)
18n4J+c|A|4d8J+cR4max
6 log(nm/δ)
)
, where
c is some constant.
Now suppose K ≥ J . Being -optimal follows from the
PAC-FactoredMDP-RL Lemma.
Finally plugging in m (equation 30) gets the final bound.
A.3. Small Lemmas
Lemma 7. (Necessary Feature Lemma) For any policy pi
Qpi(s, a, T ) = Qpi(z, a, T ) (4)
where z is the state s restricted to only the necessary fea-
tures from F i.e. Q-functions only depend on the necessary
features. Furthermore, the transition dynamics of the un-
necessary features have no effect on Q-functions.
Proof. Let pi be given. Let s = (z, y) be the state decom-
posed into necessary features z and unnecessary features y.
Initialize Q(·, ·, 0) to 0. We will perform induction. The
base case for Q(·, ·, 0) is trivially true since it is a constant.
By induction
Q(s, a, T + 1) (5)
= R(s, a) +
∑
s′
P (s′|s, a)max
a′
Q(s′, a′, T ) (6)
=
∑
i
Ri,a(s) (7)
+
∑
s′
∏
i
Pi,a(s
′|Pari,a(s))max
a′
Q(s′, a′, T ) (8)
=
∑
i
Ri,a(z) (9)
+
∑
s′
∏
i
Pi,a(s
′|Pari,a(s))max
a′
Q(z′, a′, T ) (10)
=
∑
i
Ri,a(z) (11)
+ (
∑
z′
∏
i∈z′
Pi,a(s
′|Pari,a(s))max
a′
Q(z′, a′, T ) (12)
·
∑
y′
∏
i∈y′
Pi,a(s
′|Pari,a(s))) (13)
=
∑
i
Ri,a(z) (14)
+
∑
z′
∏
i∈z′
Pi,a(s
′|Pari,a(s))max
a′
Q(z′, a′, T ) (15)
= Q(z′, a′, T ) (16)
Note that the dynamics of the unnecessary features make
no difference.
Lemma 8. (Simulation Lemma) (Kearns & Koller, 1999)
Let M be an FMDP over n state variables with l CPT
entries in the transition model. Let M ′ be an approxi-
mation to M where all the CPTs differ by at most α =
O((/T 2lRmax)
2). Then for any policy pi, |UpiM (T ) −
UpiM ′(T )| ≤ .
With our notation, l = O(n|A|dK), since there is one par-
ent set for every feature and action, and dK possible set-
tings for each parent set of size K. Furthermore, we also
have additional error in the reward function. An error of α
for the reward translates to an error of αT for UpiM ′ . Since
αT ≤ , it is enough for α = O((/T 2ndK |A|Rmax)2) to
also cover error in rewards.
Lemma 9. (Explore or Exploit Lemma) Fix a policy pi.
Let M and MK be MDPs such that M and MK agree on
some states, but differ in dynamics and rewards for other
states. Then |UpiMK (T ) − UpiM (T )| ≤ TRmaxP (escape)
where P (escape) is the probability of visiting a state in
which the two models differ.
Proof. Let τ1 denote trajectories that stay within states
where the two models agree and τ2 denote trajectories
where there are escapes to other states. Then
|UpiMK (T )− UpiM (T )| (17)
=
1
T
|
∑
τ,|τ |=T
PM (τ)R(τ)−
∑
τ,|τ |=T
PMK (τ)R(τ)| (18)
≤ 1
T
|
∑
τ1
PM (τ1)R(τ1)−
∑
τ1
PMK (τ1)R(τ1)| (19)
+
1
T
|
∑
τ2
PM (τ2)R(τ2)−
∑
τ2
PMK (τ2)R(τ2)| (20)
≤ 1
T
|
∑
τ2
PM (τ2)R(τ2)−
∑
τ2
PMK (τ2)R(τ2)| (21)
≤ 1
T
∑
τ2
|PM (τ2)R(τ2)− PMK (τ2)R(τ2)| (22)
≤ 1
T
TRmax
∑
τ2
|PM (τ2)− PMK (τ2)| (23)
= RmaxP (escape) (24)
Because non-escapes result in exactly the same trajectories
with the same dynamics, so the probability of escaping to
the other states is the same in both M and MK .
Corollary 2. Suppose pi1 is the optimal policy for Mk
and pi2 is the optimal policy for M . Suppose U∗MK (T ) ≥
U∗M (T ) i.e. MK is optimistic. Then U
pi1
MK
≥ Upi2M −
TRmaxP (escape).
Proof.
Upi1M ≥ Upi1MK −RmaxP (escape) (25)
≥ Upi2M −RmaxP (escape) (26)
A.4. Adaptive k-Meteorologist Algorithm
This is from the Adaptive k-Meteorologist Algorithm
(Diuk et al., 2009). Suppose there are k sub-algorithms
(i.e. potential parent sets). Then the sample complexity of
the Adaptive k-Meteorologist algorithm is O( k2 log
k
δ ) +∑k
i=1 ζi
(

8 ,
δ
k+1
)
, where ζi is the sample complexity of a
sub-algorithm.
Similar to Met-RMax (Diuk et al., 2009), each sub-
algorithm of our algorithm is a candidate parent set of fea-
tures of size K. Thus there are k =
(
n
K
)
sub-algorithms.
Each sub-algorithm uses the samples as counts for an MLE
estimate of the transition/reward multinomial distribution.
Then by Hoeffdings, we need O( d
21
log(d/δ1)) samples to
learn each set of values of a parent set to an L1 accuracy
of 1 (we apply Hoeffdings d times, learning the probabil-
ity of each outcome with Hoeffdings). Then there are dK
possible sets of values for a parent set of size K. Then the
sample complexity of each sub-algorithm is
O
(
dK
d
21
log(d/δ1)
)
(27)
Then the sample complexity of the Adaptive k-
Meteorologist algorithm is O(
(
n
K
)
/21 log(
(
n
K
)
/δ)) +(
n
K
)
O
(
dK+1
21
log(
(
n
K
)
/δ)
)
, which can be simplified to
O
(
nKdK+1K
21
log
n
δ
)
. (28)
A.5. LearnAndSelect
Lemma 10. (Exploration Episode Lemma) The following
holds w.p. 1− δ1. At the end of each iteration of the while
loop (line 3 – line 17) in the LearnAndSelect algorithm (Al-
gorithm 2), one of two things will happen: either the target
g or another feature-value vector that has not been visited
m times will be visited, or some feature will be eliminated
as a possible parent for some other feature.
Proof. The idea behind the while loop is the Explore or Ex-
ploit lemma (Lemma 9) and the diameter assumption. The
diameter assumption allows the algorithm to reach g with
high probability. The Explore or Exploit lemma allows the
algorithm to either reach g or end up gathering new data,
therefore making progress towards the sub-algorithms and
the Adaptive k-Meteorologist algorithm.
First, we compute how long H needs to be in order for a
good policy to reach g with high probability. By the di-
ameter assumption, there exists a policy expected to reach
g within D steps, thereby obtaining a reward of 1 from
the artificially defined reward function R. By the Markov
Inequality, the probability of reaching the goal within 2D
steps is at least 12 . Thus the optimal average value within
2D steps is at least 14D . If we used an -optimal pol-
icy, it would have an expected value of at least 14D − .
Let τ be trajectories of length 2D. Then 14D −  =
1
2D
∑
τ Pr(escape)Pr(τ |escape)TotalReward(τ). The
probability that the 1-optimal policy reached the goal (es-
capes) can be lower bounded by the worst case scenario:
every escape trajectory has every step giving a reward. That
means the probability of reaching the goal (escape) is at
least 14D − . Then probability of failing to reach the goal
is at most 1 − 1+2D4D . Then by repeating this 2D-step
trial N times, the error probability is upper bounded by(
1− 1+2D4D
)N
. Then that means if we want to have a fail-
ure probability of δ1, we would need to repeat this 2D-step
sub-episode log(δ1)
log(1− 1+2D4D )
times. We can simplify the de-
nominator log(1− 1+2D4D ) by the upper bound log(1− 14D ).
Note that the log function is concave, so we can upper
bound it with its first order approximation around log(1)
i.e. by O(− 1D ). Simplifying the whole fraction becomes
O(D log(1/δ1)). We also want this to hold over every trial
in which we can reach the target, meaning we want it to
hold m times. Thus we use the union bound and end up
with
O(D2 log(m/δ1)) (29)
as the number of steps we need before reaching the goal
with high probability. Thus this is a lower bound for H
and we also know in this case the while loop will terminate
early after these many steps.
Now we consider the case when the probability of escap-
ing is at least . Then we need a much larger H because
we need the data from getting stuck to run the Superset
test (line 13). This data is also used towards Adaptive k-
Meteorologists to help with eliminating incorrect parent
sets.
For the Superset test, we apply the Superset assumption
(Assumption 4). We know that we got stuck so the data
that we have is where the escape probability is high, thus
meeting the superset assumption requirements of visiting
distinguishing states (states where our model is incorrect).
Because of the superset assumption (Assumption 4), we
know that whenever we run the superset test, we will elim-
inate at least one parent set. Since there are a finite number
of parent sets and a finite number of features, we cannot
keep running the superset test forever. Eventually we will
either eliminate enough features to make g unreachable, or
we will eliminate all incorrect parent sets, leaving a correct
model that we can use to reach the target g.
The value ofm comes from the sample complexity result of
learning a single parent set from Adaptive k-Meteorologist,
which is O( d
21
log(1/δ1)), and subbing in the Simulation
lemma (Lemma 8) with 1 = α. However we want this
to hold over all parents and all values, so we also need to
perform a union bound over
(
n
K
)
dK , resulting in
m = O
(
K2n4|A|4d4K+1R4max
4max(D,T)−16
log(nd/δ1)
)
(30)
Note that the max(D,T) term is from using it in the sim-
ulation lemma (Lemma 8), in order to have an -optimal
policy over that length.
Now we count how much data we need from getting stuck
to perform the Superset Test. We need to gather new data
for the prediction of supersets of size 2K. From the dis-
cussion on the pigeonhole principle in the superset assump-
tion, all we need is d2Km samples in order to accumulate
enough data. However since we only have an escape prob-
ability of , we need to add repeats to escape with high
probability, just like we did earlier. This means we need an
additional factor of O( 1 log(1/δ1)). So we need
H = O
(
d6K+1n4K2|A|4R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log
(
nm
δ1
))
(31)
Lemma 11. (LearnAndSelect Lemma) The following holds
w.p. 1 − δ1. After LearnAndSelect (Algorithm 2) is
finished, all targets g will either have been visited m
times, or one of its features will have been eliminated. If
K ≥ J , all necessary features will remain. This will take
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
steps.
Proof. Now we will count how many steps LearnAndSe-
lect (Algorithm 2) will take. Every while loop (line 3 – line
17) contributes to one of two cases: visiting a feature-value
vector that has not yet been visitedm times, or the Superset
Test.
Since there are at most O((dn)K) superset tests (each test
eliminates at least one parent set), and we know how much
data each superset test requires (equation 31), we combine
those to get a total of
H = O
(
d7K+1nK+4K2|A|4R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log
(
nm
δ1
))
(32)
steps towards superset tests.
Our targets are subsets of features and values of size 2K,
thus there are O((dn)3K) targets. Each target needs to be
visited m times, thus O((dn)3Km) total steps are needed.
Then the number of steps this all takes is
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
4max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
(33)
The contributions to Adaptive k-Meteorologist are inciden-
tal, and are already counted as part of the superset tests.
Thus, combining the number of steps that contribute to
reaching targets and the number of steps for superset tests,
we get
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
(34)
steps before LearnAndSelect finishes.
A.6. Instantiating PAC-FactoredMDP-RL
Lemma 12. (PAC-FactoredMDP-RL Lemma) Suppose
K ≥ J . Then we instantiate PAC-FactoredMDP-RL with
a specific algorithm (Algorithm 3). Then it will execute for
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
5max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
steps. The aver-
age reward over LearnAndSelect (Algorithm 2) and PAC-
FactoredMDP-RL combined is -optimal, with probability
1− δ.
Algorithm 3 PAC-FactoredMDP-RL
1: Input: K,F,m
2: Run and update pi along with the Adap-
tive k-Meteorologist Algorithm for
O
(
(dn)3K+1KD18n4T 9 |A|4R4max
5 log
nm
δ
)
steps
• pi = optimistic policy
Proof. Suppose K is at least as large as the in-degree of
the necessary features. By the LearnAndSelect lemma
(Lemma 11), the necessary features still remain and have
not been eliminated. Also, we will have at least m sam-
ples from the true parents of all necessary features (and
rewards), and thus the true parents of all the necessary fea-
tures still remain as candidates models that have not yet
been eliminated by Adaptive k-Meteorologists.
Then we keep executing an optimistic, optimal policy.
Since after LearnAndSelect we have accrued data from all
remaining parent sets as well as all pairs of parent sets, no
sub-algorithm will make a null prediction. Furthermore,
Adaptive k-Meteorologist relies on gathering data from
pairs of conflicting parent sets when those parent sets give
different predictions. Since we have also targeted those
pairs of parent sets, we know those pairs are all reachable
with our remaining candidate models. LearnAndSelect has
already eliminated all the features that were unreachable,
so we know we will be able to get the correct distinguish-
ing data we need. Thus during RL with Selected Features
we will plan by picking the most optimistic model possible
out of all remaining candidate parent sets.
As long as we keep visiting states where Adaptive k-
Meteorologists has reached consensus and do not escape
(to states without consensus), then the average reward will
be -close to the predicted average reward. Using the Nec-
essary Feature lemma (Lemma 7), the transition dynamics
of the unnecessary features do not matter, and since our
model is optimistic, the average reward over those steps
will be -close to the optimal policy.
From the Explore or Exploit lemma (Lemma 9) if
we are not -optimal, then it means we have at least
an  probability of escaping. Using the same rea-
soning about repeating trials for high probability in
Lemma 10, we need O( 1 log(1/δ)) repeats to escape
with high probability. If we reach states where con-
sensus fails, then we accrue a new sample towards
eliminating an incorrect parent set. From Adaptive k-
Meteorologist (equation 28), the total sample complexity
is O
(
nKdK+1K
21
log nδ
)
. We use the Simulation lemma
(Lemma 8) to relate model error with policy error, result-
ing in O
(
nKd5K+1Kn4T 9 |A|4R4max
5 log
n
δ
)
; furthermore, an
additional factor of T / was also added because we need
a stretch of T consecutive steps with consensus in order to
attain near-optimal average reward (i.e. a failed consensus
can affect a stretch of T steps), and to escape with high
probability.
In order to offset the sample complexity count just com-
puted, we need O(1/) times as many -optimal steps to
average O() error. We also want to offset the steps from
LearnAndSelect. Note that the number of steps from Lear-
nAndSelect dominates (equation 34). Thus the total num-
ber of steps required is
O
(
K2n3K+4|A|4d7K+1R4max
6max(D,T)−18
log(nm/δ1)
)
(35)
B. Toggle Domain
Toggle has one binary necessary feature f1 and potentially
two binary unnecessary features f2, f3. There are two ac-
tions, a1, a2. The parent set of f1 is (f1), and the parent
sets of f2, f3 are both (f2, f3); this means the in-degree
of necessary features is 1 and the in-degree of the whole
domain is 2.
For states where f1 = 0, action a1 is optimal and gives
a stochastic reward of 1 with probability 0.05 whereas ac-
tion a2 gives a deterministic reward of 0.025 and is meant
to make learning difficult. Action a1 also deterministically
transitions to f1 = 1 and action a2 deterministically stays
the same. When f1 = 1, the dynamics of the actions are
switched, so the optimal policy is to keep alternating the
corresponding optimal action. For the unnecessary fea-
tures, no actions give any reward. When (f2, f3) = (0, 0),
action a1 has an independent probability of 0.1 of setting
either feature value to 1, and otherwise a1 sets them both
back to 0. When (f2, f3) = (1, 1), action a2 deterministi-
cally keeps both values at 1, and otherwise sets them back
to 0. These dynamics make it clear that the in-degree of the
unnecessary features is 2.
We constructed Toggle we need m = 100 to learn accu-
rate dynamics. Furthermore, the two unnecessary features
f2, f3 satisfy the Superset Assumption.
